Ford 6.0 fuel pump upgrade

You'll be able to find out if the fuel pump relay, or the fuel pump Inertia Switch, or the fuel pump
is the cause of the No Start Condition on your Ford car or pickup. If your fuel injected Ford
pickup, van, or car still has the Ford relay, this bad boy will be a green color like the one in the
image viewer. If it has already been replaced with an after-market one, this relay won't be green,
but will have a gray body. This is no big deal, since the circuit descriptions are the same. You
will be able to use the info in this article to diagnose the fuel pump relay on your Ford vehicle
even if the colors of the fuel pump relay connector's wires are different! The core purpose of a
relay is to control a high amount of current with a smaller lower current. You might ask. Well,
every Ford fuel pump relay has two basic circuits and for the purpose of our discussion, we'll
call them:. The high current circuit is the one that delivers the voltage and thus current to the
fuel pump in the gas tank or on the frame rail. As you can see, there's really nothing
complicated happening behind the scenes with the fuel pump relay and the way it activates the
fuel pump when you turn the Key On and start cranking the engine. Ford Ignition System Circuit
Diagram 4. All Tutorials: 4. I leave dental floss in the kitchen and watch the roaches hang
themselves. This material may not be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon
Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product
links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic
testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4.
Testing the Ford fuel pump relay on the car is not that hard to do. You need a few basic things
and they are: Multimeter A digital or analog multimeter will work. Wire Piercing Probe This tool
is a time saver of the first order. To see what this tool looks like, click here: Wire Piercing Probe.
Jumper Wires You'll need two of them with alligator clips on both ends you can make these
yourself. Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Lincoln Vehicles:. Mercury Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this
link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. Ford introduced the 6. Both engines used
electronic fuel injection, but while the 7. All 6. Ford used both four-pin and seven-pin designs;
the differences are internal, however, and both types will work on any 6. The FICM has been a
source of problems for owners of the 6. The most common complaints involve hard starting and
poor cold-weather starting. Other issues that can be traced back to a cranky FICM are loss of
power, excessive smoking of the engine, not the driver , rough idle, and, of course, not starting
at all. If you have experienced these problems with your 6. Bullet Proof Diesel has made a
business out of fixing the multitude of known issues with the 6. The lower-cost solution comes
in the form of a replacement FICM power supply, which plugs into the original control board.
One advantage to this method is that it preserves any FICM flash updates that may have been
installed by the dealer when the truck was in for service. If the FICM is replaced, it should be
flashed with the latest updates. If you choose the complete-replacement route, Bullet Proof
offers FICMs with a choice of four- or six-phase power supply. The six-phase version of the
board has user-selectable settings to increase the voltage output from the standard 48 volts to
either 53 or 58 volts. The advantage of a higher voltage output is said to be better starting and
improved performance. The install seen here was done at 53 volts and after several months of
use, has not yet set a code. If it tests bad, remove it. If not, look for other issues that could be
causing the trouble. After disconnecting the battery, the FICM can be unbolted and unplugged
for removal. The cover plate is removed from the top of the FICM. Normally, the cover is
removed for under-hood testing; we recommend replacing it before removing the FICM in order
to prevent damage. With the cover window removed, you will see either four or seven pins. This
tells you which type of FICM you have. These screws must be removed to disassemble the
FICM. With the screws under the window cover removed, flip the FICIM over, remove the eight
screws that hold the case together, and carefully pry the two halves apart. This is the inside of a
stock FICM. When upgrading just the power supply, the upper half of the case and the control
board are retained. The Bullet Proof part seen here has the six-phase upgrade. However, the
six-phase boards can be set to output either 53 or 58 volts. Higher voltage is said to offer better
performance, but the volt setting can set soft codes. This FICM is being modified to the volt
setting. The Bullet Proof power supply features a thicker, vibration-resistant circuit board. The
FICM is reassembled in reverse order of disassembly. The new and improved FICM is now ready
to be installed in your truck. The upgraded unit should provide you with years of service. Parts
Rack Diesel Engines. Live Feed. The Ford used the 6. The FICM is essentially the same for each
of these applications. Ford and other sources warn that weak batteries or alternators supplying
insufficient voltage can result in premature FICM death. Low input voltage causes excessive
heat inside the FICM, which can lead to failure. We use cookies to optimise our website and give
you the best experience on our website. It simply supplies the main injection system. On a pre
Duramax or late-model Cummins, these pumps supply a CP3 CP4 on the new Duramax and
Power Stroke, VE rotary or P pumps on the earlier Cummins with a low-pressure supply of fuel
that is generally less than 10 psi on stock trucks. The CP3â€” the main, high-pressure injection

pumpâ€”takes this low-pressure supply and ramps it up to a maximum of 26, psi again, on
stock trucks. It then injects it into the cylinder, creating the combustion event. Duramax trucks,
with the exception of the newest LML models, do not have a traditional lift pump installed from
the factory. The CP3, mounted on the engine, pulls all the fuel it needs from the tank. While this
is an issue for another discussion, without a lift pump this can cause problems, including but
not limited to air-contaminated fuel, collapsed lines, and stressed CP3s. There is no CP3 to
ramp the pressure to 28, psi. The early-model Power Strokes use high-pressure oil and a series
of differently sized pistons within the injector pressurize the fuel. Warren Diesel recommended
we replace the stock lift pump with something larger that could keep up with the new, larger
injectors. Knowing us, never being able to let good enough be, Kenneth at High Speed
Performance recommended his high-volume fuel system with a 2-micron filter and water
separator. The regulated return, simply stated, helps keep fuel supply pressure at peak levels
even at high rpm where the fuel demand is high. The banjo fitting is what supplies each head
with fuel. The factory systema feeds fuel to the heads through lines into two small holes in the
banjo bolt right. The new HSP system will flow much more fuel directly into each head through
this new fitting left. He chose this location due to its ease of access. Next up we assembled the
HSP kit. The kit includes a water separator as well as a 2-micron filter. It takes a supply from the
tank and first sends it to the water separator. Fuel then goes through the Fuelab pump to the
filter. Post filter, the fuel is fed to this regulator. The regulator is adjustable for about any
situation. With all parts loosely mounted, Lezamo then slowly tightened every fitting to be sure
nothing would be kicked out of alignment, thereby causing a leak. Generally, this type of fuel
system would be mounted on the outside of the frame, but our Excursion has rear air
conditioning as well as factory running boards that get in the way. A custom bracket was made
and welded to the frame inside the rail. The pump assembly was then bolted in its new home
once and for all. Wiring was extremely simple as the Ford comes from the factory with a small
supply pump. All Lezama needed to do was cut the factory plug off and wire it to the new pump.
However, the Fuelab pump has two speeds: high and reduced. Kenneth from High Speed
Performance advised us to simply ground the speed selector wire. This would put the pump in
reduced power mode. Next, Lezama dropped the tank to install the new draw straw and fuel
return fitting. The factory supply and return fittings are way too small to supply our new High
Speed Performance kit and Warren Diesel injectors. Lezama needed to drill out the factory
sending unit assembly to accept two new supplied fittings, one of which would be for the new
draw straw. For our Excursion with the rear-mounted tank, Lezama had to remove roughly 7
inches. This put the tube about a half of an inch off the floor of the tank. HSp supplied us with
this fitting for the return. It uses two O-ring washers, one on either side of the tank, to provide a
tight seal. HSP recommends using a small amount of silicone sealant as well to
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help ensure a perfect seal. The pick-up tube also utilizes this type of seal. The fuel lines then
thread on using AN-type fittings. Once tight, the tank could then be reinstalled into the
Excursion. Before calling the tank done, Lezama did a quick check with his camera scope to
make sure there was plenty of room between the cab and fuel pick-up tube. No surprise, we
were good to go. With the tank done, pump mounted and the lines plumbed into the heads, all
that was left was to plumb the system: return and supply from the tank to the pump, and the
supply to the distribution T that feeds the heads. After cycling the key a couple dozen times and
cracking the fuel lines at the heads to bleed the air out of the system, Lezama started the 6. He
let it idle for a half an hour before taking it on a spirited test drive to be sure all of the air was
out of the injectors. Parts Rack Diesel Engines. Live Feed. We use cookies to optimise our
website and give you the best experience on our website.

